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MICHAELPEGLAU

GREG KWIATEK’S MOON PAINTINGS

Over three decades ago the painter Greg Kwiatek worked as a merchant
sailor. That experience, coupled with several other trips across the
Atlantic Ocean as a passenger on freighters, has profoundly marked his
tendencies as a painter. He is not, however at least directly, a painter
of the sea. Rather his experience at sea, and more recently of being at the
sea’s edge, have given him access to that horizon in the continuum of
painting where descriptive painting and abstraction flow into one another
not unlike the sky and the sea at night. On a ship’s deck at night, when
the air is heavy, the sky can seem as present as a fog, though no fog is
present and yet at the same time the sky carries outward into a dimmed
cosmos. The rise and fall of the swell in the darkness wash away the
juncture of sea and sky so that they commingle, at times almost becoming
one and, if you leave hold of yourself just a little bit, you rise or fall into
a sky-sea or sea-sky. In that self-removal you wander out through vision
into a domain where the gigantic intermingles with the intimate, a
domain which may also be developed through painting, if one has had
such experiences or can intuit them. To do so one must, like Kwiatek,
have great resources as a colorist to make darks and glints of light, that
are present yet semitransparent and they must never harden into mere
black or whites but remain as chromatic as night at sea. One must also,
like Kwiatek, have the resources of touch and command of facture to lay
down these chromatic darks and lights so that they never simply sit flat
to vision, hard on the canvas. Instead, they most gather, regather and flow
into and out of a deep virtual space. To do such painting life changing
memory is just a start. Kwiatek’s way of working is so demanding of
intimate awareness of both touch, color, and space that proximity to places
evocative of the image is also crucial. So while the moon paintings arise
in part from Kwiatek’s sea journeys they are founded also from his more
recent experience in Down East Maine.
For well over two decades Kwiatek has been spending time near
Muscongus Bay, Maine and recently he built a house nearby and set
up a studio where he works every summer. Having myself spent
some time on Muscongus Bay, I recall something of the inky, washed
darkness that I saw there in Kwiatek’s moon paintings. After sunset,
away from the town of Round Pound, one can easily be away from the
reach of electric light. The moon, if it’s out and the stars, if visible,
provide what light there is. Often it’s filtered through the humidity of
the bay, which transforms the intimate day time scale into an uncanny
hugeness, where ordinary markers of space, such as near and far, or
sea and sky, overlap and envelop one another. At other times a tissue
of fog may come on, the stars go, the sea and sky collapse into one
another and, if the fog is not too dense the moon floats in a palpable
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but immeasurable reach where the sky seems lapped as though by scantily
visible waves, which lacking all normal restraint, appear to conjoin
with the sky. In such a floating world, the moon becomes a beacon, not
marking the harbor or a shoal, but standing as steering point in the
flux. In Kwiatek’s moon paintings, in the world that they summon, the
always present distance can seem almost at hand in the delicacy of
touch just before that same delicacy telescopes the distance away into
a diffuse vastness.

MoonphotosbyGregKwiatek

MichaelPeglau,born1945.B.A.StanfordUniversity,1967;M.A.BrynMawrCollege,
1970,Ph.D.UniversityofPittsburgh,1978,M.F.A.1983.Heisapainterandawriter
onarttheory,onartcriticism,andonpainting.Hehasbeenexhibitingpaintingssince
197andhasshowninNewYorkCity,inothercitiesintheU.S.A.andinCologne.His
workshavefocusedformanyyearsonharshplacesandhardpeopleintheWestern
U.S.andrecentlyonsuchsubjectsneartheGrandStaircaseoftheEscalante.
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Study of the Moon I,208,gouacheonpaper,23x31cm
Study of the Moon II,208,gouacheonpaper,23x31cm
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Study of the Moon III,208,gouacheandball-pointpenonpaper,23x31cm

Moon After El Greco I,209,oilonlinen,153x168cm
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JAMESPALMER

Still, in the midst of composing the moon paintings during the past eight
years, Kwiatek has frequently diverged from these atmospheric works
to create innovative pieces that demonstrate his resourcefulness and agility
as an artist, a thinker and commentator on current social issues.

GREG KWIATEK

One prominent example of this adroitness is an ambitious triptych
entitled The Red Zone, a nightmarish portrayal of the horrors of violence
documented in Iraq in the years leading up to its completion in 2007.

I met Greg Kwiatek in 1997 at The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York City where we were charged with guarding the treasures overnight.
Kwiatek spent his days painting while I was matriculating toward
a graduate degree at the Columbia University School of Journalism.

However, Kwiatek’s versatility has worked against him commercially as
gallery owners have found it difficult to introduce his work to a wider
audience expecting to identify an individual artist with a singular trademark
characteristic. But Kwiatek has refused to ignore his instincts and visions.
In today’s lexicon, he has neglected to properly brand his art. As a result,
the casual observer walking through the room reserved for his paintings
in this exhibition at the Leopold-Hoesch-Museum can be forgiven if they
mistakenly surmise they are viewing more than one gifted artist.

Though I was only beginning to become familiar with Kwiatek’s work at
the time, his ability to speak in layman’s terms about the history and
methodical processes behind the making of the paintings hanging in the
Met’s galleries was remarkable, informative and, not the least significant
during many of those long evenings, entertaining.
For instance, he described Willem de Kooning’s Easter Monday as a physical
painting – ripped apart and pieced back together – a high-powered gamble
with the alchemical process, creating vast scales of color and light.
It’s not surprising Kwiatek was chosen to appear and speak in documentary
filmmaker Alexandra M. Isles’s fine 2010 production featuring a dozen
of the Met’s employees entitled Hidden Treasures: Stories from a Great
Museum. Here he eloquently explains the illusory quality of El Greco’s View
of Toledo – seemingly a landscape painting but upon closer consideration
one that could easily be viewed as abstract.

Moon After Bassano,209
oilonlinen,158x215cm

But the grist of Kwiatek’s talents is found in his paintings, drawings
and watercolors. His body of work comprising four decades is evidence
that he’s constructed an intimate relationship and deep understanding
of a staggering range of artists, paintings, styles and techniques during
his life.
My collection of his works, while modest at 15 pieces, including oils on
canvas and linen, along with watercolors and pen and inks on paper, reveal
Kwiatek’s imposing grasp of art history, his degree of comprehension and
insight of complicated systems of painting and his mastery of transforming
that knowledge into a unique approach with each new work.
The bulk of my acquisitions are paintings from a series of nocturnal works
featuring the moon, which Kwiatek composed while on Loud’s Island in the
U.S. state of Maine.
An example from that cycle seen in this exhibition is Moon after Bassano –
inspired by Jacopo Bassano’s The Baptism of Christ. Both paintings are
expressionistic, otherworldly and strewn with ambiguities, enveloping their
creation in a mystery. Each gives us enough to consider after every viewing
so it appears different the next time we see it.
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JacopoBassano,
The Baptism of Christ,ca.1590,
oiloncanvas,192x160cm

JamesPalmerisanindependentjournalistwhohasreportedandphotographedcivil
andregionalconflictsintheMiddleEast,SouthAsiaandEastAfrica,includingIraq,
Syria,Afghanistan,Pakistan,DemocraticRepublicofCongoandSudan.Hewas
awardedtheNicholasBlakeGrantforinternationalfreelancereportingin207and
wastwicenominatedforaPulitzerPrizeinforeignreporting.Hecurrentlyresides
withhiswifeandthreechildreninNewYorkCitywhereheiswritingascreenplay.
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Twilight,204,oilonlinen,163x214cm
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